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Variation Ontology for annotation of variation effects and mechanisms

Mauno Vihinen

Department of Experimental Medical Science, Lund University, SE-221 84 Lund, Sweden; Institute of Biomedical Technology, FI-33014 University of Tampere, Finland

Ontology organizes and formally conceptualizes information in a knowledge domain with a controlled vocabulary having defined terms and relationships between them. Several ontologies have been used to annotate numerous databases in biology and medicine. Due to their unambiguous nature, ontological annotations facilitate systematic description and data organization, data integration and mining, and pattern recognition and statistics, as well as development of analysis and prediction tools. The Variation Ontology (VariO) was developed to allow the annotation of effects, consequences, and mechanisms of DNA, RNA, and protein variations. Variation types are systematically organized, and a detailed description of effects and mechanisms is possible. VariO is for annotating the variant, not the normal-state features or properties, and requires a reference (e.g., reference sequence, reference-state property, activity, etc.) compared to which the changes are indicated. VariO is versatile and can be used for variations ranging from genomic multiplications to single nucleotide or amino acid changes, whether of genetic or nongenetic origin. VariO annotations are position-specific and can be used for variations in any organism.

Results and Discussion

VariO contains a total of 384 terms on eight levels. Because the terms can be combined and further modified with variation attributes, annotations can be very specific and detailed. As many VariO terms as possible should be used to describe the effects of a variant to cover all its features.

VariO organization

VariO has four major levels (Fig. 1)—in addition to DNA, RNA, and protein, it also has variation attributes as modifier terms. Each of

Locus Reference Genomic (LRG) sequence entries (Dalgleish et al. 2010) allow unequivocal mapping of sequence positions. As LRGs will never be changed, the positions at different levels (DNA, RNA, protein) are explicit. The Gene Ontology (GO) (Ashburner et al. 2000) was the first biological ontology and currently (December 2013) provides 40,260 terms for explanation and annotation of cellular components, molecular functions, and biological processes. The Sequence Ontology (SO) (Eilbeck et al. 2005) is used to describe features and properties of biological sequences.

The Variation Ontology (VariO; http://variationontology.org) was developed to annotate effects of variants in different types of databases such as LSDBs, central, variation effect or frequency databases, ethnic/national variation databases, benchmark data sets, and variant management software. It does not explain the properties of the normal state; instead, it describes what is changed in a variant in relation to the reference. VariO can be used for systematic annotation of all kinds of effects, consequences, and mechanisms of variations on DNA, RNA, and protein levels in any organism and includes terms for variations and effects of both genetic and nongenetic origin. Variations of any size and mechanism can be described.
the major levels—DNA, RNA, and protein—has four main sublevels. The variation type describes the origin and classification of variation without providing the actual nucleotide or amino acid change. HGVS nomenclature provides the systematic naming of variations. VariO explains the variation type so that information can be easily searched. This is an example of how VariO is used together with other systematic approaches without repeating their content. HGVS names for complicated cases are rather difficult to interpret unless one is familiar with the naming conventions. VariO provides the variation type annotations with generally used genetic terms.

Function terms provide annotation for the general function(s) affected by the variation. Structure sublevel terms are for describing affected structural features. Property terms are used for defining diverse features.

VariO terms can be further modified by attributes, increasing the versatility of the ontology without increasing the number of terms. For example, the use of VariO:0289 quantity change terms “VariO:0290 decreased,” “VariO:0291 increased,” “VariO:0292 missing,” and “VariO:0140 not changed,” saved hundreds of terms describing altered properties at several other levels. Figure 2 indicates how the sublevels contain increasingly more defined terms.

Figure 2 shows how the VariO terms are organized, in this case for the variation type. On each level, the variation type has two subtypes, those for variation origin and variation classification. VariO can be used for annotation of all kinds of variations whether genetic, somatic, or artificial (e.g., genetic engineering). The non-genetic variations include, on the DNA level, epigenetic changes and artificial variants, and variations emerging at the RNA level include decayed, edited, and modified RNA and artificially modified RNA. Variations emerging at the protein level are further divided into those of artificial origin, epigenetic nature, and post-translationally modified protein.

Functional terms vary for the different levels and so do structural terms. For example, on the DNA level the terms have subheadings such as dynamics, quaternary structure, tertiary structure, and complex structural variation with increasingly more detailed subterms.

Design principles of VariO

VariO has been built based on certain principles which affect its structure, annotations, and applications. The goal has been to provide a generic ontology that is applicable to all cases and effects of variations. Another key design principle was the simplicity of the ontology structure, which, however, allows detailed description by combining terms and modifying them with additional attributes.
**Variation Ontology**

**Figure 2.** Variation types at the DNA, RNA, and protein levels. Terms with “is a” relation are indicated by lines with arrowheads, and those with “part of” relation are indicated by a dashed line.

**Scope**

VariO is for explaining the effects, consequences, and mechanisms of variations. Therefore, VariO does not describe the normal or wild-type situation. Instead, it describes what is changed in relation to it. The reference state for each level needs to be established by the ontology users. For example, all sequence-related terms are used together with reference sequences for DNA, RNA, or protein. LRGs, if available, are recommended for that purpose as they are stable and will never be changed (Dalgleish et al. 2010). Similarly, reference states should be defined at all necessary levels. The reference states should be mentioned and explained in the databases.

**Clear hierarchy of terms**

Annotations with VariO should be made on as many levels as possible. The three major levels are the three major molecules.
involved in biology; namely, DNA, RNA, and protein. Each of these is further divided into sublevels common to the major levels. The terms vary from level to level. Variation type provides a general description of the type of the variation, function implies what is the affected function, and the structure sublevel provides the possibility for detailed annotation of diverse structural features. Property terms, for describing diverse characteristics of the variation, is the sublevel that has the largest diversity between the major levels.

Simple terms allow complex annotations when combined
The terms in VariO have been kept simple. Some other ontologies have very extensive and long terms, such as “GO:0016706 oxi-doreductase activity, acting on paired donors, with incorporation or reduction of molecular oxygen, 2-oxoglutarate as one donor, and incorporation of one atom each of oxygen into both donors.” In VariO, complex annotations are made by combining several terms together. This provides versatility and facilitates even very complex annotations and consequently powerful computational searches from VariO annotated databases. VariO has a clear structure. Terms on one level, e.g., on the variation type, can be further defined by effects on function or structure. This is possible on all three molecular levels.

The versatility of terms is further expanded by variation attributes that are used as modifiers, e.g., to describe effects on quantity such as increased, decreased, or missing property. Thus, instead of having four separate terms for protein abundance (increased abundance, decreased abundance, no abundance, abundance not changed), it is annotated with a single term: VariO:0052 effect on protein abundance plus the quantity attributes.

Evidence for annotations
An integral part of annotations with VariO is additional information in the form of the method used to obtain the annotated results. The Evidence Ontology (ECO; http://www.evidenceontology.org/) terms are used to indicate the type of method by which the evidence for a certain annotation was obtained. This information makes it possible for the users to estimate the quality and significance of individual annotations. ECO contains terms for experimental methods and, in addition, terms to describe prediction approaches.

Combined use with other systematics approaches
VariO has a very focused use, on purpose. It can and should be used together with other variation-related systematics, such as those listed in the introduction, to capture further characteristics of the variation and the organism/individual having the variant.

Any variation consequence, effect, mechanism
The goal of the VariO is to allow description of any kind of variation effect, consequence, or mechanism, at least to a certain degree. There is a balance between how detailed the terms can be and how many cases there are to annotate with the terms. Certain very specific mechanism descriptions may just be available for a single or only a few cases in the entire literature. VariO aims at covering all effects currently studied. New terms can be added in the future as the need arises.

Any size
The size range of variations is very large, ranging from nucleotide changes to duplications or multiplications of entire genomes. VariO has been designed to cover the full range of sizes. On the DNA level it covers changes at the genome, chromosome, and DNA-chain level. The sizes vary on RNA and protein, as well.

Position-specific
VariO annotations are always position-specific. The concept of position is flexible, including, e.g., a chromosome arm in translocations, or an entire genome in euploidy. We recommend the use of the HGVS nomenclature (den Dunnen and Antonarakis 2000) to indicate the actual position on DNA, RNA, and protein chains; LRG reference sequences or versioned sequence entries for individual genes, transcripts, and proteins; and genome builds (e.g., hg19 or GRCh37) for genomes.

Origin of variation
VariO terms can be used equally well for description of variations of genetic and of nongenetic origin. The nongenetic origin includes on DNA-level epigenetic DNA variation; on RNA-level decayed, edited, and modified RNA; and on protein-level modified amino acids, proteolytically processed proteins, and spliced proteins. Variation can also be of artificial origin, produced, e.g., with protein engineering.

Organism independent
VariO is generic and therefore can be used for any kind of organism, whether having a genome on DNA or RNA, whether the genetic material is genomic or extrachromosomal, whether it contains exons or not, whether living alone or in other cells, etc.

Fullfilment of formal suggestions for ontologies
In addition to these variation-specific design principles, VariO follows the general principles for ontologies put forward by Gruber (1995). These include the following.

- **Clarity.** The developed VariO terms are objective and have full definitions.
- **Coherence.** Special attention was given to make the terms coherent in and between all the levels.
- **Extendability.** VariO can be easily extended in the future.
- **Minimal coding bias.** The conceptualization of the variation knowledge domain is based on widely used genetic concepts.
- **Minimal ontological commitment.** The extensive conceptual modeling of the variations at different levels made it possible to make VariO generic and thus easily usable for various applications.

Furthermore, VariO fulfills the 5-Star vocabulary requirements (http://bvatant.blogspot.fr/2012/02/is-your-linked-data-vocabulary-5-star_9588.html) and AMOR Manifesto principles (http://knowledgecraver.blogspot.com.es/2013/04/the-amor-manifesto.html) developed based on Tim Berners Lee’s 5 Star Linked Open Data rating (http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html). The goals of these suggestions are to make data (ontologies) accessible, also in machine readable format including nonproprietary format(s), use open standards, provide metadata, full term descriptions, have a stable Universal Resource Identifier (URI), and link to and reuse other ontologies and vocabularies.

**VariO annotation**
Examples of VariO annotations are in Table 1 and Supplemental Figures 1–4. Detailed instructions for annotators are in M Vihinen (in prep.). In the first example, a missense variation has an effect on protein structure and binding (Table 1). Based on these data, the
DNA and RNA levels contain only variation-type annotations. On the protein level, effects are described also on function, structure, and properties. Note that modifier attributes are used to indicate, e.g., how the protein solubility is affected.

VariO annotations should be as detailed as possible and include all necessary terms. The terms consist of VariO followed by a four-digit code and the name of the term. Always when using the terms, at least the number, e.g., VariO:0123, should be mentioned. The evidence for the terms is indicated with ECO annotations. The annotations are position-specific on all the three major levels (DNA, RNA, protein). The position size can range from a single nucleotide to an entire genome.

The examples are shown for simplicity without the Evidence Codes annotations, which should be together with the VariO annotation. For example, in the case of protein abundance in Table 1, the ECO term ECO:0000046 protein expression level evidence should be used and the term to join effect on protein solubility has evidence ECO:0000112 Western blot evidence. Effects on in-
teraction have a detailed description, and insertion attributes provide details for interaction partners. This exemplifies the principle in VariO that annotations should be as abundant and detailed as possible.

The example in Supplemental Figure 1 is for a case in which a substitution in an exon–intron boundary leads to the insertion of a DNA stretch causing a frameshift and premature termination. The variant has been identified from a patient. The protein was not detectable.

Effects of a variation on a start codon are shown in Supplemental Figure 2. On the RNA level this is a missense variation, but as the protein is not produced due to the initiation codon alteration, the outcome on the protein level is a VariO:0240 missing protein. This site is a hotspot for variation in the BTK gene.

Variations affecting splicing are frequent. The example in Supplemental Figure 3 shows a case in which a canonical splice site is altered, leading to activation of a cryptic splice site in the middle of the exon. This leads to the skipping of 11 nucleotides (nt) from the exon and amphi-goric deletion on the amino acid level. The variant appears on the noncoding region of the coding sequence, i.e., in the intron and the cryptic splice site on the coding region.

Effects on protein function and property, especially reaction kinetics and specificity, are indicated in Supplemental Figure 4. The effects of engineered variations at conserved glutamates were studied in Trypanosoma brucei virulence protein oligopeptidase B (Mohd Ismail et al. 2010). The artificial variation was generated with site-directed mutagenesis and is indicated at the DNA level. The RNA and protein variants originate from it. Effects in this variant were noticed in substrate specificity and reaction kinetics (K_m, k_cat, and their ratio). Note how the VariO quantity term “VariO:0140 not changed” is used to indicate experimental evidence that does not affect a feature. In this way, VariO annotations can indicate also those studied properties that remain unchanged compared with the reference type.

The amount of labor required for making the annotations varies case by case. The annotations can be made relatively quickly with VariOtator once the details are available. The major work is manually curated and the reused terms are usually modified to suit the purpose.

Availability and browser

In addition to the OBO format, VariO is available as OWL and OWX files at http://variationontology.org. The site has a unique and permanent Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) at MIRIAM registry (Juty et al. 2012) and at OBO. VariO is participating in the OBO Foundry (http://www.obofoundry.org/) project (Smith et al. 2007) and the file is downloadable there as well. VariO terms are also accessible via The National Center for Biomedical Ontology (NCBO; BioPortal http://bioportal.bioontology.org/) and the Ontology Lookup Service (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ontology-lookup/init.do), where terms can be searched for.

The ontology, terms, definitions, relationships, and cross-references to other ontologies can be visualized with the AmiVariO viewer, which is based on the AmiGO tool (Carson et al. 2009). The browser can be used to search terms and for visualization of the ontology. The ontology tree can be downloaded in three formats: OBO, RDF-XML, or Graphviz dot for further processing and visualization.

Annotation tool

An annotation tool is available to help curators annotate their databases easily as well as to provide related ECO evidence details for VariO annotations. The current version of the annotation tool, called VariOtator and available on the website, provides variation-type annotations on all three molecular levels based on HGVS nomenclature, which can be generated by the MutaLizer tool (Wildeman et al. 2008). The tool can at the moment also make function and structure annotations, and the property features will follow. Suggestions for terms can be sent via the e-mail address listed on the website.

Relation to other ontologies

VariO is a unique ontology, but it shares some terms with other systematic representations. Exclusive comparison was made to other ontologies. Cross-references are provided when terms are identical.

The highest number of terms (32) is shared with the Molecular Interaction (MI) ontology (Kerrien et al. 2007). These terms had to be modified to suit the purpose of VariO. Sequence Ontology is a related ontology used to describe features and attributes of biological sequences (Elbeck et al. 2005), while VariO is for effects and mechanisms of variations including (in addition to sequence) structure, function, and properties. There are altogether 29 common terms with SO—mainly on the DNA and RNA levels—18 and nine, respectively. More than half of them describe DNA structure—16 terms out of the total of 74 such terms in VariO. VariO provides deeper annotations and goes beyond the sequence-based concepts.

Definitions of protein secondary structural elements are from PDBMotif (Golovin and Henrick 2008). All terms in VariO are manually curated and the reused terms are usually modified to suit the purpose.

Applications

Databases annotated with VariO terms will allow interoperability, collection, and analysis of cases simultaneously from single or multiple databases with simple or even very complex queries. The number of databases and services providing VariO annotations is increasing. There are several applications, including, e.g., generation of benchmark data sets for different effects and mechanisms to test the performance of prediction tools, searching for certain types of variations over several genes or proteins, and the integration of heterogeneous information sources for extensive analysis and interpretation of variations and their effects. VariO is most suitable for annotation of effects of variations in LSDBs, central variation, and sequence databases. It can equally well be applied to specific variation databases—whether devoted to diseases, mechanisms, or effects. One user of VariO annotations is VariBench, a database for benchmark data sets for variation effect analysis and for training and testing of prediction methods (Nair and Vihinen 2013).

Variation-type annotations can be made automatically with the VariOtator tool connected to the sequence variant nomenclature tool MutaLizer (Wildeman et al. 2008) or from existing HGVS names. These annotations will be available for the thousands of
LOVD-based variation databases (Fokkema et al. 2011). We hope that the annotations will be widely used in LSDBs such as iDbases (Piirilä et al. 2006) and also in some central variation databases. Other possible users include, e.g., specific variation effect databases such as ProThem and ProNIT (Kumar et al. 2006), allele frequency databases like FINDBase (van Baal et al. 2007), and ethnic or national databases like the Hellenic National Mutation Database (Patrinos et al. 2005).

Once databases have VariO annotations available, queries can be made within and across databases to find cases of interest such as variation types in certain protein structural elements, variants with certain kinds of functional effects, or, for example, disease-causing variants in protein–protein interaction interfaces. The possibilities are limitless, as exemplified by GO annotations, which have already been used in 5000 publications in numerous different ways.

In Figure 3 is shown an example of the use of VariO annotations for data mining and analysis. Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome (WAS) is a rare recessive primary immunodeficiency characterized by a reduced ability to form blood clots due to platelet abnormality. Other features include eczema, thrombocytopenia, and bloody diarrhea. The defective gene WAS codes for Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein (also known as WASP), which is a Rho-type GTPase effector that regulates actin filament reorganization. In addition to WAS, the gene and protein are involved in three other conditions (Ochs and Thrasher 2006). X-linked thrombocytopenia (XLT) is a milder disease with less severe symptoms, and intermittent XLT (IXLT) is an even less severe form. Congenital neutropenia (XLN) is caused when the WASP protein is constitutively active.

Variations representing the four diseases were collected from the literature and from WASbase (http://structure.bmc.lu.se/idbase/WASbase) and annotated with VariO terms. All the known cases were taken for IXLT (Notarangelo et al. 2002) and XLN (Devriendt et al. 2001; Arcliff et al. 2006; Beel et al. 2009). Since hundreds of cases have been reported in XLT and WAS, a random sample was taken from the literature, and the cases were grouped according to variation types to indicate genotype–phenotype correlations. The less severe disorders typically have less drastic changes—mainly amino acid substitutions—while the more severe diseases such as XLT and especially WAS contain protein truncations and splice-site-affecting alterations. The protein abundance follows this trend, being unaffected in XLN and IXLT, while in XLT it is mainly decreased and in WAS mainly missing.

Figure 3. Example of data analysis with VariO annotations. Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein (WASP) variations are involved in four conditions including Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome (WAS; red), the most severe disease; X-linked thrombocytopenia (XLT; green), a somewhat milder disorder; intermittent XLT (IXLT; black); and congenital neutropenia (XLN; blue). Annotations are shown only for relevant features of variation type, protein abundance, protein stability, and protein activity. The cases are grouped based on variation types to indicate genotype–phenotype correlations. The less severe disorders typically have less drastic changes—mainly amino acid substitutions—while the more severe diseases such as XLT and especially WAS contain protein truncations and splice-site-affecting alterations. The protein abundance follows this trend, being unaffected in XLN and IXLT, while in XLT it is mainly decreased and in WAS mainly missing.
an article describing 262 patients from 227 families (Jin et al. 2004). In addition to the variation at the DNA, RNA, and protein levels, information about protein abundance, activity, and stability was collected.

Partial annotations for relevant features are shown in Figure 3. The number of features of the diseases can be revealed from this figure. IXLT cases are clustered and are the only ones with protein abundance not affected. In XLN, protein activity is increased and stability is decreased. In both these diseases all the variants lead to amino acid substitutions. The substitutions are also dominant in XLT and WAS, however, they appear together with other kinds of variations including deletions and indels.

In XLT, variants are typically less extensive than in WAS. In WAS, several truncating variations appear with the consequent effect of missing protein. Even the WAS substitutions lead more often to missing than decreased protein abundance, contrary to XLT, which has the the opposite situation. Intron variants are more common in WAS than in XLT. We can draw conclusions about the genotype–phenotype correlations due to WAS variants. In the least severe form, IXLT, patients have normal protein abundance. XLN is characterized by increased protein activity. The majority of the XLT-causing variants are somewhat milder, and are mainly substitutions. These appear also in WAS; however, there are even more drastic variations like protein truncations and splice-site changes. The correlations of variation types to diseases are not complete; there are, e.g., protein truncations in XLN, and the same variant can have different outcomes in different individuals probably due to additional genetic differences and environmental effects. VariO clearly highlights the features of the four diseases.

VariO is compliant with the VariOML variation data exchange format (http://varioml.org/) (Byrne et al. 2012), which is used, e.g., in the Café Variome exchange portal (http://cafevariome.org/) for variation data produced, e.g., in diagnostic laboratories. The use of VariO has been recommended by the Human Variome Project (Kohonen-Corish et al. 2010). Together with other systematic descriptions it will enrich information, e.g., with the HGVS nomenclature and the Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) (Robinson et al. 2008) annotations to describe the sequence, structure, function, type, and pathogenicity of variations.

Conclusion
VariO can be used to describe basically any kind of variation, whether natural or engineered, in any organism, and for any mechanism. In addition to variations of genetic origin, those of nongenetic origin such as epigenetic modifications can be annotated. VariO is position-specific; however, the concept of position is wide and may even cover a complete chromosome or genome. VariO is used together with the Evidence Codes ontology to describe what evidence and methods have been used to study the case. VariO annotations should be attributed to published information and literature citations, if available.

Methods
VariO is based on extensive conceptual modeling of the nature and features of variations at different levels and on defining terms so that they are organized in a coherent and unambiguous way. The consistency and coherence of the terms at different levels were an important design feature. VariO was constructed with OBO-Edit (Day-Richter et al. 2007), a widely used ontology editor.

VariO terms have detailed definitions. Terms are related by “is a” and “part of” relationships. Apart from a few cases, suitable terms were found in the literature. Only if a term was missing or the databases and literature used ambiguous terms was a new one with a clear and specific definition introduced. For example, a suitable term was missing for deletions, indels, and insertions at the amino acid sequence when the protein sequence is changed after the modification site, usually leading to premature termination. In VariO, these are called “VariO:0017 amphigoric amino acid deletion, VariO:0023 amphigoric indel, or VariO:0019 amphigoric amino acid insertion.” Although “nonsense” would have been a perfect term for this kind of alteration missing the “sense” of the sequence, it could not be used because it is reserved for RNA-level alterations. Thus, new terms were coined.
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